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What is Public 
Speaking
Public speaking is an essential life skill for youths.  
Public speaking consist of speaking to an audience. 
The aim of the speech may be to educate, 
entertain or influence the listeners.  

Visual aids such as powerpoint slideshow are used 
to keep the listeners engaged.



Importance of Public 
Speaking

If you ask most people, they’ll say they 
have a fear of public speaking and  
admit to being afraid, this is a very 
common fear.  Of, course this is why 
many people avoid public speaking.

Public speaking has been essential in 
education, government, and business. 
Words have power to inform, 
persuade, educate and even entertain. 

Quote: “If you can 
speak, you can 
influence. If you can 
influence, you can 
change lives.”

Rob Brown, 2013



Effective Public Speaking is 
Influence. 
➔ Influence is leadership
➔ Leadership is being different and successful
➔ Being different and successful is making a positive 

contribution 
➔ Making a positive contribution is creating an impact



Benefits of Public Speaking 
● Improves confidence
● Enhance research skills
● Ability to advocate for 

causes etc.



Improve Public 
Speaking
To help improve your public speaking by 
focusing on the following areas:

➔ Writing the speech
Organize,, engaging and insightful

➔ Overcoming the Fear of speaking
Step back, take a deep breath 
and embrace your fears

➔ Practicing & Giving  the speech
Confidence comes through practice.  
Keep going and don’t give up. Deliver 
your speech to your audience. 



2. Overcome Public 
Speaking Fear
To overcome fear of speaking, build rapport, 
develop mutual trust, friendship and affinity 
with your audience. 

➔ Shake hands with audience 

➔ Interact and mingle

➔ Create a good first impression

➔ Key, listen to people



“Small steps can make a 

BIG DIFFERENCE” Effective 
Presentation Tip

Decide presentation 
goals and objectives.

Planning and preparing

Finally, develop an 
impressive presentation



Samuel L. Jackson

He became an actor after his speech 
therapist suggested it may improve 

his speaking phobia.

Be Encouraged 



Rowan Atkinson (Mr 
Bean Actor)

Rowan Atkinson The Mr Bean actor had 
a massive speaking problem and had to 
practice over pronouncing his vowels to 
concentrate. This became a main staple 
of his comedy with Mr Bean being 
almost a silent comedy Hire.



Giving Your Speech 
should consist of…

1. Voice & Volume
2. Physical apperance
3. Facial expressions
4. Eye contact 
5. Body language

Michelle Obama

“There’s power in 
allowing yourself to be 
known and heard, in 
owning your unique 
story, in using your 
authentic voice”



Be Prepared!!

The more you practice, the more 
confident and comfortable you will be 
speaking in front of an audience.



All the best!
Thank you for reading our content. 
ReachOut2All,  hope these few tips will assist 
you in effective public speaking.

Feel free to contact us if you have an 
questions and we welcome your feedback.
info.reachout2all@gmail.com 

Also, visit our website page for more 
resources. 

https://www.reachout2all.co.uk/reachout2all-resourc
es-1
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